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Isaiah 35:1-10 
 

“Even the wilderness and desert will be glad in those days. The wasteland will rejoice and blossom with 
spring crocuses. Yes, there will be an abundance of flowers and singing and joy! The deserts will 
become as green as the mountains of Lebanon, as lovely as Mount Carmel or the plain of Sharon. 
There the Lord will display his glory, the splendor of our God. With this news, strengthen those who 
have tired hands, and encourage those who have weak knees. Say to those with fearful hearts, “Be 
strong, and do not fear, for your God is coming to destroy your enemies. He is coming to save you.” 
And when he comes, he will open the eyes of the blind and unplug the ears of the deaf. The lame will 
leap like a deer, and those who cannot speak will sing for joy! Springs will gush forth in the wilderness, 
and streams will water the wasteland. The parched ground will become a pool, and springs of water 
will satisfy the thirsty land. Marsh grass and reeds and rushes will flourish where desert jackals once 
lived. And a great road will go through that once deserted land. It will be named the Highway of 
Holiness. Evil-minded people will never travel on it. It will be only for those who walk in God’s ways; 
fools will never walk there. Lions will not lurk along its course, nor any other ferocious beasts. There 
will be no other dangers. Only the redeemed will walk on it. Those who have been ransomed by the 
Lord will return. They will enter Jerusalem singing, crowned with everlasting joy. Sorrow and mourning 
will disappear, and they will be filled with joy and gladness.” 
Isaiah 35:1-10 NLT 
http://bible.com/116/isa.35.1-10.nlt 

 
Matthew 11:2-11 
 

“John the Baptist, who was in prison, heard about all the things the Messiah was doing. So he sent his 
disciples to ask Jesus, “Are you the Messiah we’ve been expecting, or should we keep looking for 
someone else?” Jesus told them, “Go back to John and tell him what you have heard and seen— the 
blind see, the lame walk, those with leprosy are cured, the deaf hear, the dead are raised to life, and 
the Good News is being preached to the poor.” And he added, “God blesses those who do not fall away 
because of me. ” As John’s disciples were leaving, Jesus began talking about him to the crowds. “What 
kind of man did you go into the wilderness to see? Was he a weak reed, swayed by every breath of 
wind? Or were you expecting to see a man dressed in expensive clothes? No, people with expensive 
clothes live in palaces. Were you looking for a prophet? Yes, and he is more than a prophet. John is the 
man to whom the Scriptures refer when they say, ‘Look, I am sending my messenger ahead of you, 
and he will prepare your way before you.’ “I tell you the truth, of all who have ever lived, none is 
greater than John the Baptist. Yet even the least person in the Kingdom of Heaven is greater than he 
is!” 
Matthew 11:2-11 NLT 
http://bible.com/116/mat.11.2-11.nlt 

http://bible.com/116/isa.35.1-10.nlt
http://bible.com/116/mat.11.2-11.nlt


Faith and Fear 
 

We're expecting a glorious Christmas concert this afternoon here at 4 p.m. I encourage all of you to 
come an receive this special gift. Some of us, maybe many of us, are also hoping that by that time we 

will be celebrating a Bears victory in a classic rivalry with our football foes to north of the Cheddar 
Curtain.  
 

In respect to one of the greatest pro football coaches of all time, however, I want to break down one 
of the spiritual contests in which we find ourselves every day. That coach of course, is Vince Lombardi. 
Old school. Hard work. The practical kind of football: if we have the ball, let's score a goal. If the 

opponent has the ball, take it away. Simple.  
 

But neither you nor I came here for football commentary -- you can get that in Wesley Cafe after 
worship. Each of us, no matter our sports preferences, are in a daily contest between faith and fear. 
Whether you are believer or not, you have to deal with the corrosive impact of fearfulness. 

 
So, let's review. 

 
This is the Advent seasons in which we look forward to celebrating the birth of our Lord and Savior, 
Jesus Christ.  

Many of us are familiar with the frequent admonition of angels in the accounts of the coming birth of 
Jesus: Fear not! We can understand the fear. What we might not understand is how we go from "fear" 

to "not". 
 
Zechariah, we read in Luke 1, was startled and gripped with fear when the Angel Gabriel appeared to 

him. "Do not be afraid, Zechariah; your prayer has been heard." (Luke 1: 13).  
 
Then, of course, there is Mary, the mother of Jesus. When the angel greeted her, the Bible says she 

was greatly troubled. And what did the angel say? "Do not be afraid." (Luke 1:30). 
 

How about Joseph? When he learned that the woman, he was going to marry was pregnant, he 
devised a plan to end the relationship and avoid the personal shame and shunning he would 
experience. But what did the Angel say to him in a dream? "Do not be afraid to take Mary as your 

wife..." (Matthew 1:20) 
 

The poor shepherds trying to keep from dozing off in the middle of the night watching their sheep 
snooze away. An angel of the Lord appeared to them and, the Bible says, they were terrified. What did 
the angel say? "Do not be afraid." (Luke 2:8-10) 

 
Of course, you and I might understand completely when an angel appears to a run of the mill mortal, 
the fear factor goes up. After all, angels, as depicted in the Bible rather than in our advertising about 

toilet paper, are fearsome, large, warring, defenders of God's work, God's ways, and God's people. 
(Examples would include 1 Chronicles 21:27,29; Acts 12:23; 2 Kings 19:35; Daniel 10: 1-14) 

 
Most of us, however, have not had these kinds of experiences with angel visitations. Many of our fears 
can be explained from the simple fact that we are human. In our Advent study this week we 

highlighted information from Chapman University on the things American fear.  There is whole long list 
of them: everything from fears of climate change to the loss of someone we love to running out of 

financial resources to cancer to spiders and clowns. The number one fear has to do with the corruption 
of government officials. As Illinois seems to have a significant overstock in that category, it's probably 
no surprise that, as a rule, those of us in the Land of Lincoln are often cowering in the corner of uber-



anxiety. But whether we live in Illinois or bucolic Bozeman, Montana we have a human tendency to 
spend a fair amount of our time and energy battling our anxieties, fears, and apprehensions. 

 
Let's begin by saying that fear is both good and bad. Fear is a certain part of life. What’s not certain is 

the influence fear has on us. Sometimes it protects us. Often it undermines us. And in some cases, it 
significantly harms us.  
 

Fear is irrational. 
With all due respect to the arachnophobes among us, a spider appears on the wall and we panic;  even 
though the very un-poisonous spider is about 1/1000 of our size. 

 
Fear is a lot of things.  

For some, fear is fun (think roller coasters). For others, fear is an obstacle to success, a headache and 
a constant part of life. Regardless of what it is, we experience it often and it has an impact on us -- 
both positive and negative.  

 
Think of the practical positives:  

Those afraid of dying do not run across busy roads or along the edge of a cliff. Those afraid of financial 
ruin do not max out multiple credit cards. Those afraid of losing relationships work to make them 
better. 

 
Yet, fear can have significant negative impacts on us in our physical, mental, and relational well-being.  

 
Right now, however, we want to give attention to the corrosive impact of fear on our spiritual well-
being which, as you might be aware, is foundational to our well-being overall. For our spiritual well-

being has to do with the big questions of who we are, why we are here, and the purpose of our lives in 
relationship to others.  
 

How can we go from "fear" to "not”; from being tentative, guarded, and half-in/half-out in so many 
ways to being confident and fearless? They key is faith. Not "the faith", like a set of doctrines, liturgies, 

and formal religious instruction, but faith -- the verb -- the active trust in a trustworthy God.  
 
Let's give our attention specifically to the Prophet Isaiah, Chapter 35. In the wisdom of Christians 

through the centuries, this passage of Scripture from the Old Testament is included as part of the cycle 
of Bible readings during Advent.  

 
Isaiah 35: 1-10 
 

With this news, strengthen those who have tired hands, and encourage those who have weak 
knees. Say to those with fearful hearts, "Be strong, and do not fear, for your God is coming to 
destroy your enemies. He is coming to save you." (Isaiah 35:3-4) 

 
For a moment we stop to ask to whom this is written. It is written to people who are worn out with 

worry - tired hands, weak knees, fearful hearts. That sounds a lot like you and me -- from time to time 
for some of us and all the time for others of us.  
 

Why did they have tired hands, weak knees, and fearful hearts?  
The political gambles of their leaders had not worked. They had seen all their near neighbor nations fall 

to the Assyrians and it looked like Jerusalem itself would be next. This is not a fear of what might 
happen, but an almost certain destruction that had arrived on the doorstep.  
 

 



Their fear is understandable, isn't it? 
So is our fear in so many ways. But the turnaround from continuing in fear to the strength of healing 

power of faith is in the first three words: "with this news". So, what news? 
 

The first verses of Isaiah 35 have it:  
Even the wilderness and desert will be glad in those days. The wasteland will rejoice and 
blossom with spring crocuses. Yes, there will be an abundance of flowers and singing and joy! 
The deserts will become as green as the mountains of Lebanon, as lovely as Mount Carmel or 
the plain of Sharon. There the Lord will display his glory, the splendor of our God. 

 
The promise of God's redemption, the hope of God's justice, the joy of salvation is what pushes back 
the threatening clouds of fear. Exercising faith puts fear on the run. 

 
Think about it: what are our predictable reactions to fear?  
 

We attempt to be hyper-vigilant and hyper-prepared.  
In our family we often said the plans for the D-Day invasion were nothing compared with what my 

mother would pack in her purse in case of emergencies. A sewing kit. Snacks. First Aid Kit. Toilet 
paper. And we were always told to have on clean underwear because, well, because you never know 
when you might be in a tragic accident and taken to the hospital and you want to have clean 

underwear if you are in the emergency room and they have to put you in one of those gowns.  
 

We avoid fearful situations. 
Maybe it's social situations in which we don't know the people who will be attending. Let me give you a 
tip on how you can use this to your advantage at a wedding reception where you are afraid some of 

the guests will drink so much that your open bar bill will rival the cost of the wedding dress: sit the 
pastor or priests at their table. The social fear of drinking too much in front of the Representative of 
God will keep them in line.  

 
We seek to compensate. 

Some of us use food to deal with our fears and anxieties.  
Others of us stay awake at night going over a complete inventory of all the particulars of what might 
go wrong. 

Maybe we go shopping and spending to make ourselves feel better.  
Or cocoon and binge watch whatever makes for light-heartedness.  

I've begun to wonder about us at our house because I've quite watching the news on TV and just let a 
few old episodes of Frasier roll across the screen. My favorite character is Eddie the dog. This's is 
probably not a very helpful means of coping with generalized anxiety about the state of the world. 

 
These are common.  
What we might not pay attention to is the negative impact fear has on our identity, our calling, and our 

mission as Christ followers. This is actually very serious and has the effect of neutralizing God's work 
through us because of our fears.  

 
What would have happened if Zechariah and Elizabeth had given into fear when they angel told 
them they would have a child who would be John the Baptist? They would not have received 

the answer to their long-standing prayers.  
 

How about if Mary had said "NO" to the angel Gabriel rather than her famous and faith-filled 
"Let it be done to me as you have said." Think about the fearlessness of her saying "YES"! But 
if she had said "No, thank you very much" she would have missed the purpose for her life. 

 



And if Joseph had gone ahead with his well-thought out plan to avoid the shame and shunning 
of his own community by breaking off the engagement with Mary rather than taking her as his 

wife and raising Jesus as his son?  He would have missed the opportunity to be an irreplaceable 
partner in the healing of the world. 

 
And the shepherds, if they had stayed with watching their flocks because, well, who knows if a 
sheep or two might run off in the middle of the night? But they went to see what the angel had 

told them. If their fears had held them back, they would have missed the joy of God's Savior 
and, at least as much, the amazing certainty that God had included them -- scruffy, smelly 
shepherds, and the FIRST out of all humanity to be told of the babe in a manger.   

 
So, with you and me, when fear has our faith crouching in the corner, we end up doubting God's love 

for us, taking a pass on our partnership in the mission to heal the world, and reneging on our 
responsibility to reach out to others because we are afraid it might be unpopular, get a negative 
reaction, or cost us more than we are comfortable investing.  

 
The net result is that fear renders us ineffective and unfruitful for the Kingdom Mission of Jesus.  

 
Faith and Fearlessness 
 

This week as the Advent study groups considered our own experiences of countering fear with faith. 
Here are four hacks we identified that might be helpful to you when fear seems to be crouching at the 

door of your soul: 
 
1. Remember God's faithfulness to you in the past. (Psalm 63) 

2. Rest in the biblical promises of God's protection, provision, and strength for you. (Joshua 1:8,9) 
3. Reach out to a person with faith and experience to share with you. 
4. Re-connect with your community of faith on a regular basis 

5. Refresh your prayer for the filling of the Holy Spirit (2 Timothy 1:7) 
 

Coach Lombardi, when asked about the priorities of life, said it goes this way:  
God comes first. Then comes family. And after those two comes football.  
Get the first one right and all the rest falls into place. 

 
"The remarkable thing about fearing God is that when you fear God you fear nothing else, whereas if 

you do not fear God you fear everything else." Oswald Chambers 
 


